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I.-    INTRODUCTION 

The task given to me is to write a paper on  "Utilization of Local 
Industrial Research Facilities by Local 3usinese Community and Industrial 
Enterprises" to cover an Asian country, in this case Singapore.     To write on 
the above topic  is a little dicey in such a distinguished gathering because 
there are several members here who know much more about this subject than I do 
and I hope they will bear with me if they find me  confining myself too much 
to the Singapore experience. 

II.-.  GENERAL 

1.-   Need for Industrial Research Servioea 

For the past decade,  the Asian economy has undergone a steady transformation. 
A sector that  is continuing to change ie the industrial sector,  the growth of 
which is mainly necessitated by the need to: 

- promote job opportunities for the teeming millions 
- create economic growth 
- Bave foreign exchange by import-substitution. 

In the initial state of industiiilisation efforts in the developing 
countries in Asia, whose economy is prédominently baaed on agriculture,  it was 
inevitable that  the industrial progress so far achieved was almost completely 
dependent  on importation of foreign technology.     This dependence on foreign 
technology has  arisen from the traditional neglect of science and technology, 
and this dependence will continue unl«.?s the developing countries consciously 
make efforts to develop their own scientific and technological  capability.    A 
prerequisite for creating a he. ,lthy and active industrial community is a planned 
programme of organised and disciplined industrial  research efforts. 

In industrial development,  new materials,  new processes and new components, 
have created many now manufacturing process and new products.    This development 
has been made possible by the creation of new technology through research.    It 
must be realised that the prosent day technological explosion is many times faster 
than the population explosion.     It  ir believed that 8C# of all the scientists and 
engineers that  over livad arc  etili  alive today.     The shaping of the industrial 
future of e. nation, to my mind,  depends on how woll and how much grey matters it 
can mobilise when the need arises. 

There is no standard pattern for the gathering of this brain power.    The 
type of research and technological organisation to be established must be 
designed to meqt the conditions and needs of the country concerned. 

2.-   The Role of Industrial Research Institutes in Industrial Development 

In most of the developing countrios,  it would be fairly accurato to state 
that BCiontific edifice for supporting a rapid industrial development is weak as 
thoy are highly dopendent on imported technology.    A positive move to develop 
local technological and industrial research capability is therefore essential. 

What should be the main rolo of industrial research organization in a 
developing country ? 
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Industrialisation can succeed only when there is  a ready market for its 
products.     In most of the developing nations the new industries that axe set up 
initially are  inevitably those of relatively low technology which are there to 
exploit the relatively cheap labour and usually well protected internal market. 
Such industries do not contribute much to the nation's  economy.    It  is therefore 
the aim of all  industrialising nations to sell their products and services 
ultimately ir' the competitive world nark-t.    This woulc1  require that  it has 
the capability to introduce«  innovati.ns (develop neu products or less costly 
methods of production) based on existing or new technology.     It must be able to 
produce products of to-morrow instead of products of yesterday.    Before it  can 
achieve suoh capability,  a developing country must possess a certain critical 
number of trained scientific,  technical and technological personnel who know 
what usable technology exists elsewhere,   to understand it,  to adapt and modify 
it to the special needs or peculiar conditions of the country, to repair and 
maintain the necessary equipment and eventually to operate them.    In the initial 
stages of industrialisation,  therefore,  the indigenous  efforts in the  industrial 
application and research programme should bo concentrated on adapting and 
modifying        imported technology to local  social,  economic and technological 
conditions,  and on solving or "debugging" the numerous little but thorny 
problems which are being constantly confronted by the now industrial  establish- 
ments where technical facilities arc lacking.    The other essential technical 
services should include the testing of raw materials and finished products,  the 
quality control  of products,  and the compliance with recognised industrial 
standards or industrial specifications,  and provision of  technical information 
and scientific and engineering services. 

The industrial research institutes,  therefore,  should be a channel where 
industries could go for technical advice  or a contact point to other sources of 
technical and scientific information and advice.     It should be an important 
function of industrial research institutes   to stimulate and encourage  industry to 
be development conscious,  ospecialfy the early stages of industrial development. 
This is by no means an easy task and results can only be accomplished when the 
industrial research institute has gained the confidence of the industries and 
tho industries themselves (especially the  top management)  realise the  importance 
of research to their organisations'  continued existence  if not its very own 
survival. 

Industrial research in developing countries 
and technology and involves many activities such 
industrial design, work studies,  quality control, 
usually do not know all their own problems which 
research can be instituted.     It has been our cxpe 
activities, which may involve several government 
well co-ordinated,  can conscious efforts be made 
development programmes in the new industries. 

usually stretches beyond science 
as market and feasibility studies, 
lean services, etc.     Industries 

havw to be identified before 
rience that only when tho above 
departments, are integratod or 
to introduce proper research and 

3.-    Types of Industrial Research Institutes 

In thj more advanced countries, private industries usually set up research 
facilities to meet their specific  interests.    Giant corporations in the U.S.A., 
Europe and Japan set  up their own research components to develop their own 
technology in a big way usually in their own countries.    National research 
institutes have also beeu set up by Governments of a number of countries.     In 
Australia,  there is the CSIRO and in Nov.- Zealand the DSIR.    These two organizations 
have many smaller specialised institutes which cater either for their primary or 
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secondary industrieß under  their set up.     In other developing countries in Asia 
specialised research institutes existe     Mio st  of these deal with major raw 
materials produced by the country.    Examples  of this category or research 
institutes  include the Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia and the Philippine«? 
Sugar Institute, 

The establishment  of specialised research institutes such as above are 
feasible only when the countries concerned have borne major raw materials or some 
of the industries have reached a certain level of sophistication in science 
content;and sizeable volume for export.     In the newly industrialising nations 
where the  industries are  still  diversified,   the setting up of multi-purpose and 
multi-disciplinary research institutes are more .appropriato.    Examples  of this 
type of research institutes  include: 

- the Korean Instituto  of Science and Technology (RIST) 
- Union Industrial  Research Institute  of China 
- the National  Institute of Science and Technology (HIST)  of the Philippines 
- the Applied Scientific. Roscare)-. Corporation of Thailand 
- the newly formed National Institute  of Science and Industrial Research 

of Malaysia (ii'ISIR) 

The Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research (SISIR) belongs 
to this category of multi-purpose institutes  and it caters for a number of 
industries. 

These muiti-purpose  institutes may concentrate on certain industry until it 
reaches a certain capability and volume resulting in the creation of a separate 
specialised institute. 

There  is,  therefore,   no single pattern or organisation for industrial 
research applicable to all  countries.     The type,  size and scope of industrial 
research set-up are dependent  on many contributing factors which arc closely 
related to the stage of the economic,  technical and social development and the 
local conditions. 

4 - -    Financing of Industrial Research InFtitutea 

In thf developing countries, where the  industries in the private sector are 
small business,  the Government themselves play a paramount role in funding 
Research and Development activities.    The Govcrnm» nt policy should be that 
industrial  research in&t"5+.vt-:> r.rimarr.ly exist to servie    th>¡ industries,  in 
particular the smaller and now industries which are lacking in expertise and 
aquipment  to solve their industrial problems. 

The Government funding is,  in most cases, obtained on the annual basis 
approved by Parliament.     Besides Government  subsidy,  industrial research 
institutes  recoup some of the expenditure from fees received for jobs done or 
contract research performed.    A recovery of 30~4<$ of current expenditure within 
the first   10 years could be considered as  indication of healthy growth. 

Another device of obtaining funds from Government  is the tax levies on the 
exports of certain products,  the proceeds of which are utilised to run the 
specialised research institutes.    The research units on rubber, coconut and pine- 
apple,  for example,  in many developing countries,have such sources of funds to 
finance thoir activities.    This funding system has a built-in advantage that the 
volume of export, which is invariably influenced by the resourcefulness and 
preference of the research institute, will determine the amount of funds available. 
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In the Philippines a science stamp tax is levied on privatoly-owned passenger 
automobiles.    This special Science Fund is administered by the National Science 
Development Board,and the National Institute of Science and Technology is partly 
financed by this fund. 

Government funding is based on annual Parliamentary appropriations. 
Increases in funds usually depend on the priority the Government places on 
science and technology ¡¿s a tool for economic development and more important on 
the ability of the research institution to prove ils worth to the nation s 
leaders.    Government funding has a lot of restrictions because of the need for 
accountability of public funds,  but it docs provide in most cases a stable basis 
for management to plan is programmes.    When funding is based on special taxes 
difficulties may ariso when there are cyclical fluctuations. 

III.-    INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES IN SINGAPORE 

1.-   Historical Development of Local Industries 

Planned industrialisation in Singapore began only in 1961.    Prior to this, 
Singapore, a small country with marginal natural resources, depended mainly on 
its traditional entrepot trade.    Industrialisation was embarked upon for three 
main reasons - to provide employment opportunities,  to create economic growth 
and to earn/save foreign exchange.    The detailed planning and implementation of 
the industrial programme were entrusted to the Economic Development Board which 
came into full  operation in 1961. 

In the early stages of the industrialisation programme,  efforts were mainly 
dovoted to tho development  of the various  essential facilities,  including 
physical planning and building up of infrastructure.    Fiscal policy as a whole 
was directed towards the creation of a highly attractive investment climate for 
manufacturing industries in Singapore.    A series of concrete measures continued 
to be taken to improve the incentives of investment. 

A statistical summary of the progress of manufacturing establishments from 
1959-1969 is at Appendix A. 

The manufacturing sector,  as seen from the summary,  has grown rapidly 
during 1959-1969 whether measured in terms of output,  employment or exports. 
In 1969, the manufacturing sector (excluding the rubber processing industry) 
accounted for 175¿ of .the G.D.P.  as compared with only <$> in 196O. 

2.-   SectorB of Industry - Importance ana aizo 

Within the manufacturing sector, different industries perform differently. 
Qrowing diversification in range and scope continues to be a recurrent feature 
in the major industrial groups.    The measure of importance of each industrial 
group is found in Appendix B.    The statistics given in Appendix B cover up to 
1969.     The last one and a half year has seen even more rapid expansion of tho 
industrial sector particularly in the precision engineering and metal fields. 

a)    Shipbuilding and Repairing 
Ship repairing continued to grow rapidly and vigorously, with turnover 

increasing at moro than 30$ in the last few years to reach the  1969 figure of 
some % 120 million.    The sector now employs some 14f500 workers.    While a 
versatile range of services,  including floating repairs and voyago repairs is 
available to international shipping, there still exists scope for further 
development. 



In shipbuilding new opportunities arc evident. There his boon incessant 
|   activity in the construction of small tugs, barges, and pleasure craft. A firm 

foothold is established in the construction of more complex vessels and 
structures for offshore activities, such as rigs and supply bor.ts, travellers 
and larger patrol boats. 

b) Electronics 
In little more than three year,', the electronics industry had already made 

a flying start in Singapore, Since the end of 1968, about a dozen local and 
foreign firms have commenced production of various types of component such as 
transistors, diodos, integrated circuits, capacitors, resistors, rotary and 
magnetic components, as well as transistor radio sets, eurrently, and as a 
modest beginning, some 10,000 workers .are involved. As the range and variety of 
components and supporting services increase, this will lead to further integration 
•and paralleled development into electronic equipment systems, such as 
communications equipment, industrial instrumentation, calculators, compute. 
terminal and peripheral equipment, and medical instrumentation. 

c) Petroleum 
This sector also shows high growth. Singapore is currently the largest 

petroleum refining, blending and distribution centre in South-East Asia, capable 
of a combined capacity in excess of 100,000 barrels per day valued at 
S$ 564 million in 1969. With another refinery ready in 1970 and the fifth one 
in the stage of advanced planning, the refining capacity is expected to grow to 
some 500|000 barrels per day within the next two or three years. Product range 
would be diversified to include base lubricants and solvents; and further 
diversification in downstream petrochemical products was under study, especially 
in view of the relatively low cost of naphta available. 

Even further downstream, but leaving an interesting gap, developments 
include projects in the pipeline for the manufacture of PVC (from monomer), 
polyester, nylon and other synthetic rosins for the adhesivos and paints 
industries. There should be good linkage possibilities. In pieties fabrication 
there has been renewed activity to meet changing needs. Projects are in hands 

;    for somo large scale plants for packaging material 3uch as woven sack3 and shrink 
film. In tho plastics moulding field, there will be expansion in fibreglass 

i   mouldings for boats, furniture and other industrial applications; industrial 
I    mouldings required by the expanding electronic equipment industry and other 
]    applications.  The new electronics industry also led to growth in industrial 

gases. 

î        ^    Metals and Engineering 
|        The base metals, metal fabrication and general engineering industries 
1 (excluding shipbuilding) currently have an output of some S3 260 million a yoar, 
J and employ 11,000 workers. 

I        Intense activity in the building industry during 1969 placed severe strains 
on the supply of steel. Plans wore therefore in hand for immediate expansion of 
capacity, it being obvious that further expansion to meet growing requirements 
would be inevitable probably involving a fully integrated steol mill. Advanced 
plans were under intensive study. 

Further development is also foreseen and required for modern production 
ferrous and non-ferrous foundries, forging operations, die casting, and a diverse 
range of metal fabrication. This will tally with good prospects for an expansion 
in the general machinery and maohine tool industries, construction and material 
handling equipment, engines, other automotive products, and for the provision 

~~— — .—-.. 
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of intendiate materials nnd components for a wide rango of J^"8^*"«      ^ 
industries.    This sector is accorded high priority, *ül^"% ^J^SlS. 
development  as    a whole,  and to the acquisition of versatile technical skills. 

An intensified effort is also directed at the development  of P^eiflion 
engineering operations,  especially the making of tools, dies    ^^.nd fixtures, 
gauges and measuring instruments.    For this reason,  the scope of the Engineering 
Industries Development Agency ha. been expanded V*^      t^o^nSSÎw 
and supporting services, but also basic requirements  in metrology, metallurgy 
and consultancy services. 

e)    Food Industry ^ ± .       .     .    - „>,„,,+ 
The food industry has grown significantly, with a total output of about 

S$ 460 million in 1969,  as compared with only 3$ 103 million a de cad0 ^ 
Currently employing some 10,000 workers,  the industry's 240-odd establiants 
turn out a wide range of food products such as canned meat, fish and other sea 
foods; processed poultry;  canned food, food preserves and vegetables,  d..iry 
produite;  refined sugar;  chocolates end sugar confectionery; J^rcrogoo,   ooro^ls, 
and other food preparations.     Already firmly established  in   the ^ »«*»*• 
the food industry is poised for on inroad into markets in the developed countries. 
Locally canned oriental delicacies are fast gaining popularity in markets as 
far away as Europe and America. 

A number of large-scale projects in deep-sea fisheries,  and related 
processing and canning operations,  arc in tne pipeline.    This will not  only 
reduce Singapore's import of fish products but will also earn foreign exchange 
through exports of canned and deep-frozen sea foods. 

There exists buoyant prospects for the manufacture of instant and packaged 
foods, high-quality cereal products and sugar confectionery, protein products, 
and certain exotic food preparations fer world markets.    Future  development  in 
the food industry is expected to be in these specific areas with the emphasis 
on quality and good value. 

3.-   Contante» Unksd -to Porclan Conoerns 
The favourable climate of Singapore as manufacturing and distribution 

centre for international investment continues to attract both the foreign and 
domestic investors and business. 

Priority is given to those categories of industrial activities that could 
provide positive contribution to personnel development and good potential for 
technological advancement.    Recent investments includo such companies like 
Philips of Holland and Plessey of United Kingdom,  and Rollei of Germany. 

The foreign participation of the pioneer and non-pioneer establishments 
at 31 Decomber 1569 is given in Appendix C.    These foreign concerns bring with 
them a variety of technology ranging from simple process of manufacturo to 
relatively higher level of technology.    Attracting the right type of foreign 
concerns into a country is one of the fastest way of upgrading technology in 
moat developing countries. 

.j-Oaaf^Mg. 
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IV.-    SCOP¿ OF SERVICES OF 

INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTES IN SINGAPORE 

In Singapore,  the need for Government  support  in providing industries 
with a wide range of technical und scientific services as   -,n essentiel part of 
the  infrastructure was recognised on the enrsot when the Government embarked upon 
its  industriili development programme.    AB a result,  when in August 196I  the 
Economic Development Board (lICE)  was established to implement the Government's 
industrial programme,  a major division was sot up within the Board to co-ordinate 
end to provide industries with a convenient s rare-  of technical and scientific 
services.     Thia division comprised the following unite: 

- Industrial Research Unit (now renamed the Singapore Institute of 
Standards and Industrial Research) 

- Light Industries Services 
- National Productivity Centro 
- Engineering Industries Development Agency 

The relation of these organisations to the EDB ie 3hown in Chart I. 

In developing the range of technical services, the Government has always 
attempted the moat pragmatic approach.    During the course of the formative 
years,  it established quite flexible organisations to meet with what it thought 
were the most immediate requirements oí   the industries.    There were also 
occasions in the past when EDB started to develop and to provide services which 
subsequently wore handed over to the private sector for management and further 
development. 

In addition to the technical   .nd scientific services offered by the EDB, 
there aro scientific research and allied activities carried out in the various 
specialised governmental  institutos.    These research activities aro directed 
towards the interest of these particular institutions.    The more established of 
these  institutions include the Primary Production Department and the Government 
Chemistry Department. 

The scope  of the service offered by these institutions is summarised below: 

1.-    Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research (SISIR) 

In kooping with the progress  and changing pattern of Singapore industries, 
the Industrial Research Unit v/hich was first set up in 1963 was re-organised to 
form the Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research in 1969«     In 
the past years,  the Industrial Research Unit provided mainly testing facilities 
for the local industries.    In 1969 it was decided that the time had come to go 
to the next ptage of the development which involves quality control,  standard- 
ization,  improvement in design of products and processes and tho development of 
new products.    The objective of the re-organi8c„tion of tho Industrial Rosearen 
Unit thoreforo is to provide these additional facilities to local industries in 
thoir expansion programme and to build up a permanont standards and industrial 
research organisation. 

The Institute operated as an autonomous technical end consultant ager.ny 
with tho following objectives: 

a) Holp in the introduction, development and adaptation to local conditions 
of new processes and methods 

b) Research into locally and regionally available materials with a view to 
discovering new applications and improving current applications. 
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o) Transfer of laboratory procéseos for industrial applications, 
e.g.  by undertaking pilot plant  operations 

d) Tooting of raw materials   „nd finished products to ensure that 
quality is being maintained _,.-*.•     * „ 

o) Maintenance of accurate  standards and *ward of quality certificates 
p„nd certification markinr 

f) Servicing of a xvide raigo   :>f industri"! .Jid laboratory optical, 
mochsnioal,  electrical , a     .l.ctrcrir  instruments for the moro 
sophisticated industries and Government department a 

g) Offer advice  on modernisation ir,  feod processing techniques and 
improvement of quality. 

The Institute, through its own St.MicV-.rds Council,  is responsible for the 
preparation and promulgation uf Singapore  standard* and tha promotion of their 
use by industry and commerce in the Republic.    SISIR only provides the Chairman 
and the Secretariat;  the members of the various Industrial and Technical 
committees arc drawn from industrien and Government departments and the consumer 
public. 

With the growing emphasis on production for export markets,  industries 
are encour»g^d to be quality conscious and to meut acceptable standards for 
world markets.    This quality certificate  Boheme    uarde:! by SISIR serves as a 
recognition that products conform to certain Standards. 

By the quiet, sustained and effective application of the expertise to the 
practical problems of our industry,  SISIR has made a reasonable contribution 
to the industrial progress  of Singapore.     The technical services rendered to 
the industries increased from 147 j^o  in  19^3 tc 6,000 jc.be in 1970. 

In  1963 there were  only 2} staff mcraberr.     Today 3I3IR has  196 staff 
members of which 57 are University ¿raduatoR who .re scientists,  engineers or 
economists.     In 1963 the percentage of income  over expenditure was 6>;   in 1970 
this ratio wms increased to 43$.    Eighty-ei^ht percent of SISIR«s incorno were 
derived from industry, the remaining 12?b were fron, other statutory Boards in 
Singapore.     Singapore is ene of the few countries in the region where the local 
industries have voluntarily accepted quality control and SISIR as their 
inspector without legislation by Government.     This Quality Certificate Scheme 
was started only one and a half y  ^rs ago and up to row SISIR has issued 
67 Certificates and there are more applicants  than S¿áIR can copo with. 

SISIR together with the National Productivity Centre :<nd the University 
of Singapore offer courses and technical consultrncy services on quality control. 
In this way it is hoped that the technology cf existing industries will bo 
up-grated and more industries will come  to appreciate the advantages of 
associating themselves with SISIR and what industrial research can off«r them. 

2.-   Eayincoring Industries Development Agency (EPA) 

The intensified promotion of engineering development  services is vital 
for accolorated industrial development,  particularly the engineering industries. 
It is with thi above aim th t EIDA wa3 set up in 1968 from the workshops of the 
Light Industries Services Unit and its main objectives are: 

a) To promote and stimulate the development of more sophisticated 
engineering industries, particularly in metal and precision engineering, 
electronics,  machinery and shipbuilding 



b) To provide necessary nappe King services,  including the production 
of tools,  dios,   jigs  -uid fixtures;  mutai víorkin^ rind finishing, 
including precision die-cats ting,  foundry, heat-treatment and platine; 
metallurgie! and metrelogical services 

c) To undertake product  rcoa.roh, design and development,  and to build 
up a pool  of de s ignore for continuing technological progrees 

d) To provide training and upgrading facilities under actuol production 
conditions,  for skilled workers,  technicians and young engineers, 
in the related I'leiao 

a)    To Bupport the national, programme for technical education and 
training,   inducing the provision of  .:.n-piant experience for teachers 
and instructora. 

The Agency has the following six operating ur.its: 

- Metal  Industries Development Cantre 
- Prototype Production and. Training Centre 
- Electro-Mechanical   Training Contre 
- Electro-Chemical Engineering Centro 
- Precision Engineering Levelopmont Centre 
- Woodworking Industries Development Centre 

At present EIDA has 383 staff and has 4OO trainees mostly in the metal 
industry workshops,     This is part of the Agency'e staff development progranane 
although the Agency also provides training for industrial personnel for 
selected industries. 

3.-   Light Industries Services (LIS) 

Light Industries Services,  as the ñauo suggests, was set up in Vj6}> to 
provide a programme  of assisting and stimulating development in th3 light and 
email industries «ector.     Jt works closely with SISIR and 3IDA.    Briefly,  LIS 
offers the following typos of 0.0 piotane o to the  industry: 

a) Economic Research and Investigation: 
- carries out  feasibility studios on products which might be 

profitably produced locally 
- supplies economic  and statistical  information to individuell requesti 

b) Industrial Design: 
- designs promotional  and advertising materials 
- advi83s on product  displays and exhibitions 

c) Project Development: 
- oncouragee new investment into small and medium scale projects 
- provides advice and assistance to industrial investors on the 

choice and acquisition of suitable factory aite and on their 
applications for pionoer status or tariff protection 

4.-   Kfttional Productivity Contre (NPC) 

The National Productivity Contre, which waa set up in 1966,functions as 
a technical unit of the Economic Development Board with a high degree of 
autonomy guided by on Advisory Council irith equal representatives from 
Government, management and labour uni ors. 

In the field of technical services, the contribution of the National 
Productivity Centre is mainly in the areas of industrial engineering, management 
accounting, general management and supervisory training, and workers' education. 
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It is hoped that in the- near future the range of the NPC's technical advisory 
services would be extended .-.Iso into the fields of electronic date processing, 
industrial health and safety,  and industri"! psychology.     In each of these 
fields,  industrial  establishments ct n obtain the services  of the NPC on a 
consultancy basis. 

The NPC  also conducts various training courses lor middle-management 
and trr.de union officials  in the    arious are..s uf Industrial relations and 
industrial engineering.     Those eearses ¿re usually lollowod up with practical 
caso studies  of the participant's own organisation. 

5.-    The Department  of Primary Production, Ministry of National Development 

This Department provides veterinary and other biological sciences 
services to the farmers ;uid relied industries like   .nimal feed,  pigs and 
poultry farming,  agriculture including orchid growing and meat canning.    It 
also has a very big fishery department which like the other divisions also 
provider training besides  rest arch ;.nd technical ¡services.     This department 
works closely with S IS IR and is very active  in research and development  ii the 
pig and poultry industries  in Singapore  as well as the tropical  fish and orchid 
industries. 

V.-    UTILISATION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH SERVICES 

Since all industrial  res^ .reh organisations are set up to meet specific 
needs of the country at Government expense,   one of the most  important functions 
of these institutes  Ì3 to  serve as scientific and technical advisers to the 
Government.     In some countries the industrial research institutes arc often 
consulted before licenses  arc  issued or incentives giv^n to new  industries. 
These institutes are often called upon by Government te advise on conflicting 
propositions made by local   or foreign  interests concerning the  setting up of 
certain new industries. 

An industrial  research institute fails  in it:: functions or intentions unless 
its research results and services are utilised by industry or    influence Govern- 
ment policies.    Managers  of industrial research institutos must be aware and 
be alive to the needs of industry at   :.ll times if he is to be a good manager or 
director.    He and his staff must   >ay particular att ntion to establishing 
contacts with industries  in order to identify probi...;s for research and to 
involve these  industries,  the potential users of the institutes*  research 
results,at an early stage  in the work. 

It has been estimated that costs for comparable stages of scientific 
rosearch, technological research and development activities are  in the ratio of 
1  :  3 :   20.     In Singapore  v/e have often found it necessary to scale procesBOB 
up in several  of the new or improved process SISIR has developed, as, for 
example, the manufacture  of sine oxide from zinc wastes,   recovery of tin from 
de-tinning solutions and the fermentation of certain food products.    It is the 
policy of SISIR not to involve itself in this expensive stage of development 
unless interested industrialists or entrepreneurs can bo found to join in the 
venture and meet all,  if not a large  part,   of the cost.     In this SISIR can be 
considered to be quite successful. 

In the  development  of its research capabilities, most  industrial research 
institutes also develop its engineering and other supporting services which 
can be very useful to Government,  local  industries and even foreign concerns. 



Take, for exemple,  the fiold of industrial appii cati on of nucloar energy 
which includes non-de struct ivo testing and use  of radioisotopes to study 
and improve industrial processes.     SI3IR has devolcpod together with some 
university staff  "  fairly stron,-; teorr of workers  in this field.     The projects 
that wo have dono or arc doing includi., tho following: 

a) for tho Governino lit: 
- hydrologie ¡.I survey   »nd possible rjiltivig of the Singapore 

harbour by !...•! i'C-l....;:.t:io:: 
- assisto i in tho feasibility  study  of sewerage disposal 
- obtained contract  in o\A,n tendor from tho Public Utilities Board 

to  supervise and test  the manufacture and installation of several 
miles of stool  i if-s 

b) for local and foreign industries: 
- the  testing of Wold.:  f jr the ship repairing and ship building 

industries 
- the  improvement  of processes and heneo  the quality of asbestos 

shootF and coment pipos 
- the  improvement  of tho process and quality of plywood 
- tho saving of cost in the  glass manufacturing industry 
- the detection  of loaks and blockages in the oil refineries 
- tho approval of welders for the aircraft maintenanoo gronp. 

Ine IAEA has requested Singapore to conduct a special six-week course 
on non-dostructivo testing for 30 scientists from Asian countries in October 
this year.    Singapore has accepted this  invitation and honour to run this 
course and do whatever it  can to promote rogional co-operation especially in 
the field of science and technology. 

Similarly the testing of building materials,  including paints,  have 
also led to the  development  of better types  of building materials which have 
benefitted the building industries in Singapore.    As the building industry 
is  a vor;'' important  industry in Singapore,  any significant  improvement made 
will benefit not  only the privato sector but  also the Government. 

Foreign companies also make use of the  services of the local  industrial 
research institutes.     However big these foreign concerns may be they are never 
self-sufficient when they start operation in any foreign country.     They nood 
a large number of sub-contract ore, many of these ar^ usually small local 
industrialists who may rot nave  the expertise required to produce tho parts 
or products tho foreign firms require.     Sometimes the raw material parts 
supplied tre net of consistent quality and those usually affect the quality 
of the final products.    Furthermore, there arc certain local conditions which the 
tho foreign concern may not be familiar with and this can sometimes cause 
serious losses unless the causoB are identified, and remedial action taken 
iwnodiately.    For example,  certain electronic industries are very sensitive 
to the presence of certain gases like Hydrogen Sulphide or Sulphur 
dioxide in tho air.     These gases can tarnishBilver-platcd integrated circuits 
and cause considerable loss  in material and labour to any'company. 

It is generally accepted that not all foreign technology can be trans- 
ferred directly without any adaption to local conditions.    It is in this 
adaption of foreign technology that most  induetrial research institutes cf 
developing nations will have an important role tc play. 
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VI.-    CONTRACTING OF WOBK TO LOCAL INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES BY LOCAL 

BUSINESS COMMUNITY AND INDUSTRIES 

Client-sponsored research is usually undertaken on an institutional 
contract basis for government or industry to assist in  the solution oi 
specific problems.    Such research and invocation arc usually pcid for by 
the client under a contract with the  institution.     ?he  object  cf the    wject, 
the scope,  tho  cost  and the ti«. Imitations must all be approved by the  client 
before the contract  is signed.    These important  items arc usually ^^d 

in consultation with the client.     This typo ef contract  limits the  impendence 
and freedom of action of the research project le.dcr.    However,  thib  is not 
serious provided ho  is involved in the negotiations ,nd that  he  is ;**»£«1 

with the  conditions laid down before  committing himseli   and .or that nutter 
the institute to responsibility for the project. 

The practice of awarding contract research to industrial research 
institutes in most developing countries  in Asir,  is the  exception rather than 
the rule.    This is because most of the local industries are not sufficiently 
sophisticated enough to appreciate   or to have funds for research activities. 
The charges for work done is usually subject to negotiation Íor many of the 
institutes in Saia.     This negotiation usually takes place after the  completion 
of  the project   ^nd is taaed on the  results obtained.     In most  cases the 
compensation may not  even cover the direct expenses incurred,  not to say the 
other overhead expenditure.    Furthermore most industrial research institutes 
are not   sufficiently developed in terms  of manpower and resources to cope 
with problems  of the foreign companies.     As a result many of those  institutes 
do the  more mundane type of work such as  testing   md simple  troubleshooting 

for a lon¿- time. 

1.- . Future Trend 
Thor- is r strong and increasing tendency on the part  of Government  in 

most  of the developing countries to insist that local  :,nd foreign concerns pay 
more attention to the possibility of conducting R + D locally,  both to lessen 
their dependence on foreign technology and to develop indigenous research 
programmes related to local industrial needs.     The development of local research 
capabilities  is one  of the prerequisites for devolving a sound and diversified 
industrial economy.     It is therefore in the intercut of both the Government 
and the industrial leaders to co-operate  fully in making their industrial 
research institutes viable.    A viable industrial research institute can offer 
employment to university graduates  and reduce »brain-drain" which may otherwise 
develop.    It will also serve as  a training ground for further development and 
r  supplier of highly trained professional personnel to industry.    Such 
institutes will also serve as useful catalyst for the entire development 
process. 
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VII.-    PROBLEMS HINDERING MORE EFFECTIVE UTILISATION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

AND SUGGESTIONS OP POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

General underdevelopment  in ¡-.icionco and technology has been the main 
obstacle and problem tc the  •. ffoctivo utilisation of the available and limited 
industrial research facilities in most  countrio3  in Asi".     The  industrial levol 
must reach a "threshold*1 level  of oophisticatica before the  impact  of industrial 
research can be  full;/     :.ar,«-;:i • t.d. 

Science  and technology   l¡n: without the  application and commercial 
exploit At i cri by  industry c.xnot  croate material wealth,    ¿¡qually true is the 

| fact that industry cannot continue to prosper i;. this competitive world without 
| the assistance   of modern science and technology.;unless this  ir being- appreciated 
| by both the technical   and management personnel,   the  industrial  research unit 
i will have a difficult   time tu develop. 

* The loca.l  management   in Singapore have many teething problème  associated 
I with the transition from the traditional  entrepot    nd commercial activities to 

the industrial activities.     Industrial  research services have  to undertake 
' certain non-technical   activities  such as i..arkot  surviyn,  tcriff  .iroblems,  etc., 

in the earlier dayu.     The  inaustri.'. 1 community,   particularly the locally 
< managed and sm Her industries,  are seeking advice  and assistance in meeting 
I the requirements of  some of State  ordinances. 

j The problem areas associated with Singapore's  early efforts to promote 
and build up the  industrial  rese .rch services  include.: 

5 ¡ 
1,~    Technical Skills 

• The  quality of the service  rendered by industrial research institute  is 
i primarily dependent  on the  quality of its personnel»  besides ba.sic instruments 

and equipment.     It   is  cxpocted that by maintaining the pivsont momentum of 
industrial growth,  Singapore's manufacturing sector would neo! for the next 
five years approximately   ,00¡000 personnel   .bout  4000 • f whom will be  involve! 
in industrial research activities.     The type of scientific and technical 
personnel required for the technical services and industrial  research must 
be determined according to the industria.], development of the country. 
Sophisticated operations and oervices require highly skilled and competent 
scientific and technical personnel.     In the  current  stage of industrialisation, 
most industrial research institutes are still  in neea of problem solvers and 
persons who can lead multi-disciplinary teams to tackle multi-disci: linary 
problems cr project3. 

The lack of competent  anJ experienced scientific and technical personnel 
for industrial research is a universal problem in all developing countries. 
What are the general   impediments against building up this critical pool of 
such personnel ? One  reason is that higher remuneration and bettor career 
prospect in the private sector make industrial  research a lees attractive 
career.    Another reason is that ->. number of such personnel who go to or arc 
trained in advanced countries prefer to stay on,  thus depleting further the 
limited talent available.     This,  te  .. great extent,  is due to better research 
and instrumentation facilities and atmosphere a.broad.     The difficulty of 
finding stimulating and meaningful  employment  in line with the training abroad 
is another additional  impediment. 

J 
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Some of the constraints which make industrial research unattractive 
should be removed.    New incentive and personnel policies should be adopted, 
promising better statue -.nd emoluments for the scientists, tecnnologists 
and recognising the role of scientific research as the major instrument for 
national  progress.    In the developing countries,   there is the perennial 
problem of "brain-drain" from the public sector to private sector.     In 
Singapore we have taken steps J i have the situati  n remedied.     The staff 
has increased from 60 \n 1968 -,     1?6 in 1971. 

2.-    Promotion and Contact with the Industries 

There are a variety of technical problems which are  confronting 
Singapore, arising out of the accelerated industrial programme.    The 
professional technologists in the factcricn are too tied down to their 
production schedules and routine maintenance jobs that they do not have time 
to identify the problems and let alone do research into their problem. 

It  is here where the liaison between industries and industrial  research 
unit ie  of paramount importance.     The best promotional platform is 
Performance - i.e.  the industry should have sufficient confidence in the 
ability of the institute in finding solutions to their queries  and problems. 
The unit must not only know how to solve but what to solve when confronted 
with ft problem -i.e.  the ability to diagnose will  give confidence to the 
industry.     This situation is  difficult t> be realised specially in the earlier 
stages of development where the technical and professional officers,   though 
with good academic background,   \rc young and inexperienced.    Their approach 
to research work was still rather speculative but nevei it less they were 
constantly acquiring the basic practical  and diagnostic skills.     Since  1968 
the position has improved considerably. 

The industries are naturally concerned with their production schedules 
to meet  their orders and thus t-nd t) ignore the need and impcrtanco  of 
research.     This is slowly being remedied as promotional  campaigns  instilling 
in the local manufacturers that quality goods and not marketing skills alone 
will,  in the long run, be the  overriding factor in securing a niche  in ^ho 
competitive world market.     Industrial research and quality control  can 
therefore help the private export-orientated industries to achieve their 
sale targets. 

3.-   Co-operation and Co-ordination at Regional and International Level 

It has been accepted that all the developing countries industrialise 
through the process of "transfer of technology" lock, stock and barrel.    This 
industrialisation process to be successful has to be reinforced by local 
technological capability, the main ingredient of which is sufficient pool 
of skilled and competent personnel who know and understand the existing 
technologies elsewhere, modify and adapt and eventually        operate thorn. 
The existence of this local  capability isa prerequisite to a successful 
Bciencu—based industrial community. 

The resources of the advanced countries and the co-operation of 
developing countries with similar  local conditions and stage of industrial 
development ere of vital importance to build up ,r improve the local 
capability.    The many immediate and pressing problems which the developing 
countries are confronted with, will be less unmanageable if there are 
regional or international co-operation programmes to promote the setting up 
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of training fari li tieft geared to modify or adapt    existing technologies 
to the  technical,  economic and social needs of the developing countries, 

Í Regioppl and international  co-operative movement can only be 
1 effective if the scientista n d  technologists of countries,  both developing 
I and developed,   communicate among themselves on a personal basis.    Regional 
I and internntional seminars,   studies,  training nrogrammes or workshops can 
1 olay an extremely useful role ac they cerve ?><-, <-vanneis through which 
I problems ^an be brought un and opinions and ex ter ti se accumulated through 
* exDerie ice hould be nut to use i '  evaluating and fi iding solutions to 
1 these problems,    The very fart   that many of t*e leaders of the scientific 
1 organizations in the regio1  are now i -i  personal  ^o .tact and share a common 
I desire  to exchange experiences a>;d exnertise augurs well for regional and 
« international  co-operative  programmes in science and technology. 

t 
| With all the good intentions provided by regional and international 

co-operative efforts,  a country cannot hope to progress industria1 ly 
' unless  it has defined clearly its industrial  programmes in terms of 
1 research objectives ard requirements in relation  „o its limited human and 
¡physical resources and incorporate them in its overall national development 

plans. 

I 4»-Finance 

| The Industrial Research Unit in Singapore (now renamed SISIR) was 
* founded in 1")6"} with assistance from the Colombo Plan. *Tew Zealand 

contributed to this undertaking the basic laboratory equipment and the 
services of experts. Other countries such as Japan and France, either 
through international agencies or bilateral agreements, have similarly 

I     assisted in setting up technical institutes for the purnose of improving 
j     the basic technical and scientific infrastructure. 

Through such technical assistance, the donor countries contribute 
significantly the capital expenditure for the equipment and initial 
expertise to run these outfits.  Tbe recurrent expenditure is exclusively 
borne by the Singapore Go,rerornent, 

The Government machinery for overall national development will have 
to consider development for science and technology in relationship with 
other priority projects  In the traditional patter^ of things, the 
development of science and technology was unfortunately one of lower 
priority in the past  In Singapore, for the paBt few years since 
indeisendence, the military expenditure had the largest slice of the annual 
budget. The "up-hill" efforts of obtaining additional funds for expansion 
of industrial research facilities have to be seen in the light of the 
overall notional development programme. The authorities on science and 
technology in Singapore are beginning to convince the planning and funding 
authorities of the importance of science and technology within the overall 
development. Efforts have been reasonably successful in obtaining funds 
from certain scientific international agencies to expand the facilities of 
the various research institutes to cater for the increasingly complex 
needs of the industries. 
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On the self-sufficiency level, clients arc slowly Spinning to be 
ware of the useful role of the resew^ institute n id their reluctance 
to make use of and nay for the services ;>re ^eing overcome  Thi3 has 
resulted in increasing nart of the Vurden of running the institute being 
passed on to the clients  I-n n6} SISIR only earned (4 of its ruining 
exoenditure,, However, in 1170 SISIR's oaring amounted to 4Vfi  of 
expenditure, the \ulk of which was derived fron industries 

5.- Research Work - Selection of Amronriatc Tieldc 

It is itmortant that a>< industrialising country that is olanning 
to embark on a. programme of industrial research, should ^hoose fields of 
research activities to he carried th->t are amroanate to the stage of the 
country's industrial development. 

As the aim of any industrial research unit is primarily to service 
the practicable needs of the industrial sector, it is impossible for 
obvious reasons to be competent in all fields of industrial research and 
activities. It is, therefore, necessary to consider wlat levels and fields 
of research t¿  undertake. 

SISIR, with its limited nersonnel, has ado rted a policy of 
concentrating on day-to-day research nroblems and nroiects which relate to 
the immediate interest of the loci industries  Tn-house proiects are also 
being encouraged if they come within the Government's long-range nlana for 
industrial development.  It is the intention that wherever nossible the 
induBtrv should be brought in at the initial stage of long-term in-house 
project so that the results, if successful, will Vave a better chance of 
being commercially exploited. 

nhe fields of research currently undertaken by SISIR include the 
survey, study and de^elonme-t of local raw materials; testing, 
standardization and development of oroducts, processes, scientific 
equipment and instruments; and nrovision of technical services  These are 
standard tyoes of industrial research services a^d any new areas of activities 
will depend on the types of iiew induct rief- that are to be set un. 

Singapore is a pmall island-state with sligMly over ? million 
population and its industrialisation is specifically geared towards an 
international or world-wide market. It has margin-al natural resources. 
New industries which can contribute in skill development coupled with good 
potential for techn logical advance are being encouraged. These include 
the broad areas such as metal engineering and machinery, shinbuilding? and 
transport eqninraent, optical instrument lenses, electrical and electronic 
products and aerosoace engineering. The imnort-substitute types of 
industries will have to be carefully examined before they are allowed to 
oome in. 

mL 
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In developing countries,   where  industrial development is generally 
still at its i-fancy,   tine realm of industri 'il research activities is not 
confined to technical  oroLlens but  soi It over to all  areas which are 
important to the growth and development of industries".     These include 
market  surveys,  management and productivity studies and advice on tarif fr. „ 

6.- Universities 

When one  sneakü  about   the   or.i-sible source of  scientific and 
technological, manpower for i ndustrial  research,   one  expects to look towards 
the universi ti en,  where highly trailed personnel  tend to congregate. 

The science and e-.paneehnp facilities of the University of 
Singapore and Nanyang University,   like others i • developing countries, 
have heavy work-load in training the undergraduates,     üost of the "snnro- 
time" research work being do-ie  in   these two u; iversitie3 is basic i:, 
nature.     Oonortu oities are    ow voi T, zi*Ter to university staff to 
participate in  the  industri*1! research  a.*d assist  i     solvi 'g nraotical 
problems 

There was a lack of effective communication between the universities 
and industry in the  past and the  relationship between these two important 
groups have now been  strengthened..    The universities  can oloy a useful  role 
by sharing its facilities  3ueh an costly equipment  and instruments and the 
services of highly qualified personnel for the benefit  of the industries, 
Steps are being taken  to introduce an associateship scheme where a 
practising technologist could he  allowed to take tine  off fror.i hie .-.ob to 
do research into  technical   problème confronting him in collo1 ^oration with 
some university steff 

In strengthening governmental research activities and maximizing 
the effective utilisation of existing industrial research facilities,   it  is 
clear that Singapore is facing problems common   to most of the developing 
countries      These oroblems include the shortage of necessary research 
equipment,  the shortage of experienced research personnel and the shortage 
of financial assistance.    However,  it is fortunate  that at the present 
moment,   there is an increasingly closer liaison and the co-operation between 
the institutions of tertiary education and the other governmental technical 
departments in planning their research and allied activities,    Industry is 
slowly bei \g drawn in as there should be feedback from industries to the 
Government so that the anproorinte authorities of the latter will be aware 
of what needs to be done either in the formulation cf industrial research 
policies or in reinforcing the technical services to he  orovided«    The 
Ministry of Science and Technology and the Science Council are presently 
studying the measures needed to systematically organise the diversified 
research facilities in order to make unified large-scale activities 
possible,  particularly the industrial research and development activities 
and training of the aporopriate scientific and technological manpower. 
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VIII.-CONCLUSIONS 

There is a ranidly growing need for industrial research services 
in many of the countries in Asia. Because of the slow development of 
many of the industrial research institutes in thin region for reasons 
already stated, only a few companies and government agencies enjoy the 
luxury of such services to a very limited extent. This situation must 
be remedied if the countries am to achieve any significant amount of 
economic growth. 

Industrial research institutes must V»e accote! by the economic 
planners and industries as an essential nart of the infrastructure 
required for national and ecnonic dove 1 oilment, The neonle in charge 
of industrial research i-stitutions must work closely with and enioy 
the confidones of those involved in the economic ila-ring of the nation. 
The way to develan confidence is to nroduce results. This is often not 
that simple and it is felt that this is an area where UNIDO and other 
foreign assistance will have a verv important nart to nlay in the develoT 
ment of national industrial institutions i i Asin. 



ATxndix \ 

OPOCREPS OF MANUFACTURING ESTABLISKT^TS WITH 10 OR f'?.RF WORKERS» 

1)57        1?63        1965 
T".diritore 1)5?        196">       1965        1967 to to tc 

1)6"»        U65       19*'9 

Pere ci tape Chanfle 
Per ATIUH 

Total Manufacturing: 

Establishments (Wv) VI 853 1,000 1,716 iv 1 0 14.4 

Emoloymert  (Mo.) ?5,i)9 "Vtf 47,0'0 B7,1°B Q, ^ 14.° V.3 

Output  (*m) m 344 1,086 °,636 ''O c 13.5 ?4.8 

Direct Exporta (tm) n.a, ?°4 349 760 3,0 ?4.9 ?1.4 

Direct exports as f of 
Total  Splee  (f) - ?7 32 3? - - - 

TT«t. Value added oer 
worker (productivity) 

(*) 4,783 5,504 5,712 6,400 ?,B 1.) 2.8 

value of Physicrl aaset 
->er worker (cantal 
intensity)     (t^ 

s 

B,905 10,016 1?,700 5.9 6.0 

Pioneer Industry 
Establishment   (fIo.) - ?9 95 '36 IO3.5 B1.0 25 5 

Fmoloytnent  (No.) - 2,654 10,495 35,000 231.ft 9fl.>3 35.I 

Output  (fm) - 153 318 1,^6 106,1 44.? 40.1 

•Excluding rubber orocfMinp» and small rwnufacturi-ig ••tabliahment,  which 
•moloy «one additional 40,000 worker«. 

Source:    S'pore Year Book, 1969 
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